In this paper we develop a formalism allowing us to describe operating of a network based on the paramwid four-wave mixing process that is well-known in nonlinear optics. The recognition power of a network using parametric neurons operating with q different frequencies is considered. It is shown that the storage capacity of such a network is higher compared with the Potts-glass models.
INTRODUCTION
In refs. [1,2] a network based on the well-known in nonlinear optics parametrical four-wave mixing process (FWM) [3] was examined. Such a network is capable to hold and handle information that is encoded in the form of the phase-frequency modulation. In the network the signals propagate along interconnections in the form of quasi-monochromatic pulses at q different frequencies [ w k } q~[~l ,~Z ,.... w,}.The model is based on a "parametrical" neuron that is a cubic nonlinear element capable to transform and generate kequencies in the Schematically this model of a neuron can be assumed as a device that is composed of a sununator of input signals, a set of q ideal frequency filters a block comparing the amplitudes of the signals and q generators of quasi-monochromatic signals {ak I q .
The network operates as follows: the input signals are summarized, the snmmarized signal propagates through q parallel frequency filters; the output signals from the filters are compared with respect to their amplitudes; the signal with the maximal amplitude activates generation of an output signal whose frequency parametrical processes oj -w j + m k 0,. and phase are the same as the frequency and the phase of the initiating signal. For this scheme the condition of the Here we present a general formalism for the model [I] described above.
OPERATOR FORMALISM
We use the Hopfield network formalism when describing the optical neural network based on the processes of electromagnetic waves interaction in nonlinear medium because of the deep resemblance of the Hopfield and ..
We see. that as a result of local field action the i-th neuron turns out to be in a mixed excited state. To determine the type of the signal this neuron emits when relaxing into the ground state, in ref.
[l] the rule I ' winnertakeall"
was used: In the series (4) the state with the maximal amplitude is determined; the frequency of this state and the phase (the sign) that coincide with the phase of the amplitude of this state are assigned to the emitted signal.
It is easy to see that this rule ensures the system energy decreasing. The further analysis of the capability of the network to recognize the stored patterns is the same as for the standard network of the Hopfield type. In the next section we present a formalized form of such analysis. 
VECTOR FORMALISM

STORAGE CAPACITY OF NETWORK
It can be shown that if the number of the stored patterns is equal to one or two, p 5 2 , the fixed points of the network are coinside with the stored pattems only. Thus, if p 5 2 our model behaves as the standard Hopfield model. Let ns estimate the storage capacity of the network for an arbitrary value of p in the limit N + -. Suppose that the network starts from a distorted pattern 8 = ( a , b , 2 , 1 , a 2 b 2~,~ and lj = i j ( t ) . We use the subscript mar to denote amplitude A i ) in the series (8) that is maximal in modulus. Then the neuron dynamics is as follows: due to the action of the local field the i-th nenron at the time t+Z is oriented dong the tmsic vector Z-, if & ( t ) 2 0 , and it is oriented in the opposite direction if &@) < 0 , that is
i , ( t + l ) = s g n [ & ( t ) ] Z , ,
The dynamics of the system consists of consequent variations of the values of neurons according to the rule (10). This dynamics corresponds to decreasing of the energy of the system during its processing (a "spin" is oriented along a direction mostly close to the extemal field).
In conclusion we would like to note that the vector model describes completely the behavior of the operator model of neural network discussed in the previous where L=(N-l)(p-l). According to the rule (IO) the i-th neuron finds itself in the state imi d e n two conditions are M6lled: i) the amplitude (12) in modulus is greater than all the other amplitudes (13); ii) the sign of the amplitude (12) is the same as the sign of xmi .
Otherwise there is an error of the vector imi recognition. The probability of this error is To estimate the value of Pr, we use the well-known Chernov -Chehyshev method [6] . As a result we (obtain the expression for the probability of the error of the vector X,,, recognition:
When N increases, this probability tends to zero, if p as function of N increases slower than
This allows us to use (15) as an asymptolically possible value of the storage capacity of cur neural network
DISCUSSION
As it follows fkom (15), the network is more sensitive to an error in the sign than in the number of the state. 'When q = I , Eqs.(14)-(15) transform into well-known results for the standard Hopfield model. When q increan:~ the noise immunity of the considered associated mtmory increases noticeahly. In the same time the storage capacity of the network increases proportionally to q .
Moreover, in contrast to the Hopfield model the niunber of the patterns p can many times exceed the numlm of neurons. The aforementioned properties of our modcl are due to the complex structure of neurons from which the network is composed.
Let us compare our model with the Pons-glass model. When q=2, the last also transforms into the Hopfield model. According to the estimates of ref.
[.!] the storage capacity of the Potts neural network is a,(q)=.~q(q-l)a,, where a, =0.138. In WI model for q L 1 we have a,(q) = q'a, . We see that if q is sufliciently large in our model the storage capacity is twice as big as the storage capacity of the model [41. We think that the gain is achieved because of the frequf:ncies noncommensurability principle (see Introduction), which was not used in ref.
[4]. The comparison allows us to conclude that realization of the optical neural network based_ on the parametrical four-wave mixing process can he more efficient than the neural network based on the Potts-glass model.
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In conclusion, we would l i e to note that the presented approach allows us to describe not only the optical neural networks of the parametrical type, but also neural networks in which information is encoded in the form of phase delays of pulses in interconnections. It is much more easy to realize such a network in form of a device.
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